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LONGING FOR A PURE EXISTENCE

• The dog is a loyal and true companion to humans. Tales heralding their loyalty and 
courage can be found both in the East and West. And at the core of these stories is their 
pure existence.

• Dogs are courageous and honorable animals. Movies, television and books have 
regularly depicted them as guardians in the face of danger.

• As companions, they are docile, kind and intuitive. They share in your joy just as they 
share in your sorrow.

• Those born in the year of the dog are champions of justice, honest, kind and possess a 
strong moral compass.  Keen and intuitive, they are highly respected members of society. 



For thirty years, 
life with Liuligongfang
has meant a life with dogs;
their presence is felt
in every moment.

The weight of a head resting on your leg
has become a source of comfort;
padded paws in step with yours
has become a source of encouragement.

Their unique character 
that is absolute and resolute,
has forged a camaraderie
between the dogs and humans of Liuligongfang.
This camaraderie
is present in every detail
of our liuli canines.

In 2018,
Year of the Earth Dog,
our wish for a united future 
is told through the auspicious blessings presented through our 
work.

Why we talk about PURE EXISTENCE



As humans play catch up with the transformative power of 
technology, the bond of human connection weakens.

Life’s complexities drive us from trust and compassion while 
technology aids to distance us from those who truly 
know and care about us. 

In Transformative Times, Humanity Redefined



Because of you, I believe in love.
Liuligongfang’s canine connection is eternal.

The world is imperfect
but the presence of dogs allows us to believe
in a life of camaraderie. 

Life with Liuligongfang
means a life with dogs.
Every name, 
every face,
recalls a certain time
in our journey. 
Always by our side,
always anticipating
(especially if you have a treat).

Absolute,
resolute,
a feeling of being loved no matter what.
Encouraging our conscience,
encouraging introspection.



LONGING FOR A

PURE EXISTENCE

A pure existence, 
absolute loyalty, 
a companion without strings.
These riches
are commonplace and simple,
in the form of 
sheer exuberance
bounding toward you,
in an embrace.



What does a “dog’s world” look like?

Whatever your mood, its love for you is always constant. 
It feels joy when you are happy, it feels sorrow when 
you are sad; and when you are lonesome it is there by 
your side through the dark night.

The human world is complex and causes us to grow 
calloused and lose faith. 

The Liuligongfang dog is a constant source of learning 
and joy. From day one, dogs have been a part of our 
company culture, awakening the child within and 
reminding us of the good in this world.

2018 is the Year of the Dog. 
Together, let us believe in the omnipresence of love.

Key phrase： Believe in Love



Liuligongfang’s Year of the Dog collection embodies compassion, 
companionship and loyalty; awakening our pure selves, it helps us 
see the good in the world.



The Evocative Dogs of Liuligongfang

Our Creative Director Loretta H. 
Yang Personally vets every design 
produced.Squishy squeal eliciting 
rolls, a gaze that locks into your own 
and teddy bear ears that reveal 
concern - these are the 
details that characterize the 
Liuligongfang dog.

Loretta Yang and Chang Yi’s love for dogs shows up in every design detail. Chang Yi has said, “To be in 
art you must have a connection with animals; without a compassionate existence, your art will fail to move.



Liuligongfang’s Liuli Dogs and More

Chang Yi established a-hha studios in 2002.  The first animated short he delivered was 
The Stray (黑屁股), a tale about a lost dog. In order to faithfully recreate the dog from his 
imagination, he spent ten plus years perfecting it.

In 2008, a-hha released 廢械狗 accompanied by a film of the same name. This dog 
composed of discarded metal components was shown in 2013 at the 八爪魚與廢械狗的
聯歡三城Galaxy微動漫邀請展 to great response.



DESIGN DETAILS



Mighty Fortune

Flowers in bloom
bring immeasurable luck.
Elegance
suspended across
mighty fortune,
gentle yet commanding.
For thousands of years,
dutiful across generations,
this is the protector
who welcomes prosperity and
wards off evil.



• With a traditional Chinese aesthetic, this duo - one big, one small, stand covered in a beautiful 
flower brocade.  From fur to floral motif, each complex detail brings the design to opulent life. 

• Leaning against each other, the big one mighty and the small one sweet, naturally in 
companionship, in tribute to truth, love and gratitude.  

• Bellflowers bloom behind the dogs to form a heart. Soft lines echo the organic motifs on the dogs.  
Bellflowers symbolize gratitude - here it symbolizes the relationship between the two.

• This design was originally based on a new year papercut of a dog.  It was modified to include a 
small dog because Loretta wanted to communicate the love between two animals as a reminder, 
a call to the necessity of love and compassion. 

• This design has the largest production run in the collection. It makes an ideal gift for parents and 
to display in this home.

DESIGN DETAILS



Heads Up!

Head raised  
in anticipation. 
Head raised
in belief. 

There is no doubt
in absolute love.

Because of love,
the pure heart
attracts all that is good, 
benevolent and kind.



• Filled with wonder and trust, this French Bulldog puppy’s soft body supports a disproportionately large head topped 
with a pair of upright ears and round eyes focused intently on you and only you.

• “Heads up”, means head up will see all the good things. Wish that in the new year, whenever go where, all good 
things will come together. 

• The Chinese have a saying that “with dogs come fortune”. This Frenchie sits atop a large golden ingot to welcome 
the lunar new year and to invite fortune, prosperity and fulfillment.  As a protector of wealth, place this small dog 
within the home as a blessing year round.

• Liuligongfang’s signature naturalistic style is in full effect with this design. From the muzzle to the rolls, all the little 
traits that endear dogs to humans are represented here.  Liuli is one of the few materials that can render such 
intricate detail.

• In design meetings for Heads Up!, Chang Yi stressed the importance of the eyes. Its look must convey loyalty to you 
despite its golden ingot perch. Like its description: There is no doubt, in absolute love. Because of love, the pure 
heart, attracts all that is good, benevolent and kind. The Longing for a Pure Existence collection is a declaration of 
love.

• Ideal for displaying in the home and as a gift to friends, mentors and elders.

DESIGN DETAILS



Only Love

Me? A guard dog?
I bark but not in alarm.
Me? A work dog?
I never learned how
to pull a sled.

But when you leave home
it is I who awaits your return.
And when you return
it is I who stays by your side.

It seems that
the one thing I’m good for
is loving you.



• Only Love shows a sweet large-headed chow chow puppy with a playful expression and a nubby tail. 
With all its effort, it climbs atop a large heart.  Head raised, it trains its eyes on you with a shy love .

• The chow chow sits atop a large heart, round and compassionate. The detailed rendering of the puppy’s 
soft furry rolls captures the feature of the breed. 

• The flat plane of the breed’s face proved a challenge to Liuligongfang artists.  The three-dimensional 
execution of this design took years of rendering, trial and error and evaluation of liuli’s refractive 
properties.

• All the dogs living at Liuligongfang come with a story. One in particular named “Baby” by Loretta was a 
stray given to her by a friend. She took Baby in and carried her everywhere in a canvas tote bag.  Baby 
was given a bottle every four hours and was even taught to use the toilet.

• This makes an ideal gift for loved ones and to display upon your desk.

DESIGN DETAILS



Generations of Prosperity

Growth
but not that everyday kind -
this growth happens across generations.

Prosperity
but not that average kind -
this luck belongs to me,to you,
to generations past and future.



• A dachshund pair stroll happily, looking forward to tomorrow.  They wear coats patterned with a coin motif 
and each carry a large copper coin in the mouth. Even as they move, they gaze upon each other in love 
and fulfilment. This pair could represent the love between father and child, between partners, between 
friends  - in step, in companionship, united.

• Generations of prosperity，has bleesing for “continue” to good life, “continue” to all  the good things.      

• Liuligongfang has featured the dachshund often in the past, mostly in a naturalistic style.  This pair is no 
different with lively expressions and ears flapping in the wind.  With this design, our designers have 
captured the reality of life with dogs. 

• The Chinese saying “with dogs come fortune” is manifested on this pair; they are bearers of prosperity 
and joy.

• Ideal for placing within the home, as a gift to friends, mentors and elders and as a corporate gift.

DESIGN DETAIL



Generations of Fortune

I follow,
I follow you.
By your side,
you are my world.

I bring,
I bring you with me.
By your side,
you are my world.

The world of love
is life’s most absolute blessing;
fortune spanning generations.



DESIGN DETAILS

• Two Pekingese, one large one small. The large one is robust, determined and wears a bell around its neck. Burly 
with curled fur, it is the definition of regal. Like a newborn calf, the little one trip traps on four legs gazing upward in 
awe.

• A tiered sphere represents the sun with the piece as a whole representing the world. The large dog leads the small 
one, never leaving its side as if to say: this world is mine just as much as it is yours. Illuminated by love, blessings 
for all future generations.

• Generations of fortune，has bleesing for “continue” to good life, “continue” to all  the good things.      

• Taking inspiration from classic Chinese imagery, these dogs bear anthropomorphic faces, strong bodies and raised 
fur. Not only do they convey love and compassion, they show courage as guardians. 

• These two dogs are a metaphor for familial generations. The round design represents fulfillment and togetherness. 
As a pair, they remind us that we all come from someone and we must be understanding, inclusive as we embark 
together on this path of life.

• Ideal for corporate gifting, displaying on a desk, gifting to children.



【Hold On Tight to Luck】

Once in hand, don’t let go -
Hold on tight to Luck
For a lifetime of luck and fortune.
May every day resonate in peace
And be free of burdens.



DESIGN DETAILS

• A classic image of dog meets bone - pure joy that can not be contained.

• A cartoonish dog with an exaggerated expression grins proudly with teeth bared. It has discovered the 
greatest treasure and will never let go. This design symbolizes success and fulfillment.

• The large bone patterned in a traditional peony motif symbolizes prosperity and is complemented by a 
comical and sweet dog.

• This design manifests the saying “with dogs come fortune”. Once in hand, never let go.

• This makes an ideal gift for friends and to display upon a desk. 



【New Century of Luck】

All is new -
Life,
This world,
Our future.
We exist at this pivotal point,
In a new century of luck.



DESIGN DETAILS

• With soft muzzles and heads tilted as if waiting for their owner, two naturalistic Labradors exhibit 
Liuligongfang’s signature style.  This piece demonstrates our artists’ familiarity with dogs and 
expertise in liuli.

• The new year carries with it a wish for a new beginning. These two dogs represent hope. May 
every day, every year, whether in work or dreams, be filled with friendship, companionship, love, 
and family; may struggles never be suffered alone. May ease and auspiciousness accompany 
you forever.

• Sitting upon a pure and beautiful brocade bed, these dogs offer up blessings

• Ideal for corporate gifting, gifting friends, as an expression of love and for a personal collection.



【Prosperity】

With a twitch of nose and whiskers,
My arrival adds pizzazz to any memory -
Oh happy life!

Look into my passionate and genial face,
I am an unstoppable lucky charm.



• Gaze set on fortune, its forelegs reach out in a deep stretch. Sniffing around, joyful with a wagging tail, 
this generous pup has a nose for good food and good luck.

• The dog’s nose is sensitive, intuitive and the perfect tool for seeking out advantages.

• Baoxianghua (various flowers of fortune) and a twisted branch motif delineate the dog’s head from body 
and symbolizes the prosperity that comes when flowers bloom.

• In Mandarin, the sound of a dog barking - wong, is identical to the sound for “prosperity”. Therefore the 
dog’s bark has become synonymous with prosperity. 

• Ideal for corporate gifting and a personal collection. 

DESIGN DETAILS



【The Pinnacle of Luck】

Reach for the pinnacle,
The pinnacle of luck.
Claim your rightful fortune
And hold luck in your hands.
Take a look at this world,
It is yours for the taking.



DESIGN DETAILS

• In this design, the dog is not climbing. Rather, it is already seated securely at the top 
representing the fruits of your labor. Despite hardship, the dog’s head remains raised. This 
piece is a reminder that even though things may be rocky now, the best is yet to come.

• Bamboo grows upward with tenacious vitality. The dog, nestled within the bamboo, strives 
for success. This design is a wish for everyone to achieve success with an indefatigable 
spirit and abundant confidence.  May you reach new heights in all your ventures.

• Ideal for corporate gifting and a personal collection.


